
Sustainability

Newsletter

In the second edition of our Sustainability

Newsletter, we are thrilled to share the progress

we have made in addressing our carbon

footprint and further implementing initiatives to

reduce it.
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Introducing Evie the EV: Our first all

electric van 

We're excited to introduce you to the newest member

of our fleet and our first electric van - Evie the electric

vehicle! 

Evie was unveiled at our 2023 Rainbow Reunion and

won by Paul Ryan from our Rainbow Restoration

Hampshire, Sussex & Isle of Wight branch. This reveal

couldn’t have been done without the help of our

electric vehicle partners, DriveElectric. 

In the previous issue, we shared the news that we had

completed calculating our company's carbon footprint

for the first time with RSK. The results showed 44% of our

emissions come from Scope 1 and 2, with our company

vehicles generating 43% alone. Since this critical first

step of measuring our footprint, we have continued

confronting our carbon impact head-on, as emissions

reduction remains a top priority. Completing our

footprint benchmark motivates our ongoing

sustainability efforts to meaningfully reduce emissions.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAA0PlkoBdE8twtbjw3fR8S5d2smUtYMwusw
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rainbow-restoration-hampshire-sussex-isle-of-wight/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rainbow-restoration-hampshire-sussex-isle-of-wight/


We’re excited to announce that we are exploring the

possibility of welcoming 4 more electric vehicles into

our fleet.

In our first edition, we had just welcomed three new full

EVs alongside our existing hybrid vehicle, bolstering our

efforts to reduce carbon emissions and embrace eco-

friendly alternatives. Our collaborative efforts with

DriveElectric, an industry-leading force in the electric

vehicle domain, further empower us to seamlessly

integrate these cutting-edge solutions into our fleet. 
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Since returning from the Reunion, Evie has explored the

radiant South Coast while doing her part to keep the

area green and pristine. From her first car wash and trip

to services to enjoying some beautiful beaches, Evie

has been sharing all of her experiences on our social

media platforms.

This EV will save 4,442kg of carbon yearly – a number

we aim to increase by transitioning more of our fleet to

electric. Evie's travels showcase the environmental

benefits of EVs, as she takes in stunning scenery while

reducing emissions. We hope her journeys motivates

others to commit to sustainable transportation.

An update on our electric vehicle

partners, DriveElectric

EV Partners
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An update on Central Office

sustainability initiatives 

Recycling practices 

Our finance department is acquiring recycling bins for

the kitchen, including separate general waste and

recycling bins, to allow for proper separation of

recyclables. In addition to the kitchen bins, recycling

stations will be set up throughout the office to facilitate

company-wide recycling separation. Amy Bramwell

and Michelle Gill are taking the lead on continuing to

advance these recycling efforts going forward. We are

also looking into utilising biodegradable bin liners in our

new bins, further reducing our environmental impact. 

Lighting and carbon footprint of emails 

We are getting quotes to upgrade our lighting to more

energy-efficient motion sensor options. Additionally,

notices have been created to remind our team to turn

off the lights when not in use. Michelle Gill is also looking

into the carbon footprint of emails and ways we can

reduce emissions through our digital communications.

Cutting down on paper usage 

Kelly Carr is looking to implement a new paper towel

system that utilises recyclable and single-dispense

options to reduce waste. Additionally, Zoe is looking

into solutions for reducing plate and cutlery waste from

internal celebration events. Potential solutions include

purchasing reusable utensils and switching to digital

greeting cards. As part of our goal to become a

paperless office, our newly-joined Amber is producing a

report on our paper usage so we can monitor it. 

Innovative note-taking 

We are pleased to announce that Rocketbooks have

been implemented across our entire Central Office.

These innovative books allow notes to be wiped clean

with a cloth so each page can be reused endlessly. 



Improving on sustainability in our online portal

We are collaborating with our stationery supplier to

implement sustainable improvements to our Rainbow

Restock online ordering portal where our network of

franchisees can order supplies. 

They have recently transitioned the paper used for the

business cards on the site to an eco-friendly option

made from recycled materials. 

Additionally, we will soon be adding a selection of

earth-conscious promotional products to the portal. 

Adopting Rocketbooks is yet another practical step we have taken to reduce paper waste and

our carbon footprint.
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www.rainbowrestock.co.uk

Reduced footprint for training and meetings 

Reducing emissions from our meetings, training, and 
events is a priority. To reduce our footprint for events 
and meetings, we are looking into the following: 

Choose venues with green certifications and

eco-friendly practices.

Minimise paper usage by laminating, utilising

      digital documents, presentations, and agendas that are shared electronically beforehand.

Provide reusable materials like notebooks, pens, and water bottles and encourage bringing

personal reusables to reduce waste.

Opt for local and sustainably sourced catering with reusable or compostable service items to

minimise waste.

Ensure venues use energy-efficient lighting and equipment and turn off electronics when not

in use.

Encourage public transit, cycling, or carpooling to reduce individual travel emissions.

Plan and communicate agendas efficiently to minimise meeting duration and associated

resource use.

Share summaries, action items, and follow-ups digitally rather than printed to save paper.

Choose sustainable giveaways like reusable bags and items made from recycled materials. 

Choose venues and suppliers with recognised sustainability certifications.

www.rainbowrestock.co.uk


NETWORK FOCUS on sustainability
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Sustainability is a priority for Richard & Alison Milner and

their team at our Rainbow Restoration York & Yorkshire

Coast branch. They have implemented initiatives to

reduce environmental impact, including:

Bulk ordering supplies to minimise journeys

Technicians alerting the office ahead of time about

supply needs to enable less frequent orders

Switching to energy-efficient lighting and smart

meters

Improving insulation

Reducing printing

Powering off unused equipment

Reviewing energy suppliers

Seeking recycled office supplies

Introducing rechargeable batteries

Purchasing energy monitoring equipment

Balancing sustainability with KPIs and deadlines is

challenging, but Richard & Alison's team remains

dedicated. Through planning and organisation, they

aim to uphold sustainability without sacrificing

customer service.  

One of our other branches has made significant strides

in improving the sustainability of their operations.

Approximately 60% of their annual electrical usage is

supplied by 200 solar panels installed on their roof. They

have already added insulation into their loft spaces to

prevent heat loss and will be installing more this year.

Within the next 3-5 years, they are exploring

implementing a ground source heat pump system.

They are also planning to replace their remaining

double glazed windows, some of which are nearly 20

years old, with new energy efficient ones in 2024. 

Jason Hough and Liam Hargreaves from our Warrington

branch have also prioritised sustainability. They operate

out of one unit to minimise travel and use energy-

efficient LEDs. As a nearly paperless franchise, they

work digitally as much as possible to further reduce

paper usage.
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Our Eco Champion for this edition is

Kelly Carr

Each edition of the Sustainability Newsletter will feature

a different Eco Champion. This person is an exceptional

member of the team who is doing their bit to help us

reach our sustainability goals. 

Kelly Carr is this month’s Eco Champion for going above

and beyond in her duties as part of the Sustainability

Committee. Despite how busy she is running a team

and our Audit department, she highlighted and moved

forward with the new hand towels project, which will

impact everyone in the office. 

Paper Usage Report


